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Introduction 

The purpose of this document 

This document provides minimum information about setting up a backup system using NEC Storage 

M Series Plug-In for Veeam Backup & Replication with sales staff members in NEC, system engineers, 

distributors, and system integrators. The document is intended for audience having basic knowledge 

of using NEC Storage.  

This document is applicable to the program products of the following versions: 

・ NEC Storage Manager Suite Ver12.3 or later 

・ NEC Storage BaseProduct Ver12.3 or later 

・ Veeam Backup & Replication 11 P20210525 or later 

 

Indemnities 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. NEC is not responsible for 

any technical or editorial error, or missing information in this document. Customers are responsible 

for implementation, use, or use effects based on this document to gain effects they expect. The 

copyright of the contents of this document belongs to NEC Corporation. No part of the contents of 

this document may be reproduced, modified, or translated in any form without permission of NEC 

Corporation. 

 

Trademarks 

• Microsoft, Windows, and Windows Server are registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft 

Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. 

• Linux is a trademark or registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other 

countries, or both. 

• VMware and VMware products are trademarks or registered trademarks of VMware in the 

United States, other countries, or both.  

• Veeam Backup & Replication™ is a registered trademark or trademark of Veeam Software.  

• Other product names and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their 

respective holders. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms used in this document 

The following abbreviations and acronyms are used in this document.  

Abbreviation/Acronym Meaning 

VBR Veeam Backup & Replication 

Veeam Plugin NEC Storage M Series Plug-In for Veeam Backup & Replication 

iSM NEC Storage Manager 

LD Logical Disk 

IV Isolated Volume 

BV Base Volume 

SV Snapshot Volume 

LV Link Volume 

FEV Fast Clone Entity Volume 

FCV Fast Clone Volume 

SRA Snapshot Reserve Area 

SDV Snapshot Data Volume 

SSV Solution Reserved Volume 

 

Related manuals 

The following are manuals related to this document. Read them as necessary.  

• NEC Storage Software Configuration Setting Tool User’s Manual (GUI) for the M Series (IS051)  

• NEC Storage Software NEC Storage Manager Command Reference  (IS052) 

• NEC Storage Software Thin Provisioning User’s Manual (IS044)  

• NEC Storage Software Snapshot User’s Manual (Function Guide) (IS030) 

• NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook (IS010) 

• NEC Storage ControlCommand on Windows Ver12.3 Installation Guide 
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1. Overview 

This chapter describes VBR, Veeam Plugin, and related functions of NEC Storage.  

For VBR, refer to the following user guide provided by Veeam Software. This document describes 

procedures and ways of setup according to this user guide.  

・User Guide for VMware vSphere 

https://www.veeam.com/documentation-guides-datasheets.html 

*This document is based on descriptions of the manual supporting VBR v11.  

 

1.1. Veeam Backup & Replication 

Veeam Backup & Replication (hereafter VBR) is software allowing data backup and restore according 

to user requirements by using various backup and restoration options. VBR brings high availability 

when it is used together with a storage provider’s product.  

 

1.2. NEC Storage M Series Plug-In for Veeam Backup & Replication 

NEC Storage M Series Plug-In for Veeam Backup & Replication (hereafter Veeam Plugin) is a plug-

in that allows NEC Storage to work together with VBR. Veeam Plugin supports backup and restore 

of VMware virtual machines by VBR. Based on requests from VBR, Veeam Plugin appropriately 

controls the “snapshot function” and the “volume clone function” of NEC Storage to allow association 

with VBR. The following figure illustrates how Veeam Plugin behaves.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2.1 How NEC Storage M Series Plug-In for Veeam Backup & Replication behaves 

  

https://www.veeam.com/documentation-guides-datasheets.html
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2. System Configuration 

This chapter describes components of a backup system using VBR and Veeam Plugin, and an 

example of the configuration.  

 

2.1. VBR components 

VBR components related to association of VBR and Veeam Plugin are shown below. For details, see 

the guide from Veeam Software.  

 

・ VBR server 

The VBR server (*) is a machine where VBR is installed and is a key component of the backup 

infrastructure for VBR. Access to the VBR server is made via Backup & Replication Console 

(hereafter the VBR console).  

Veeam Plugin is installed on the VBR server. Because Veeam Plugin uses the SSH connectivity 

to NEC Storage for operations, the VBR server must have a configuration allowing access to 

NEC Storage over LAN.  

*While the VBR server is sometimes referred as “backup server” in Veeam Software guides, the term “VBR server” is 

used throughout this document.  

 

・ Backup proxy 

The backup proxy is an architecture that exists between the VBR server and infrastructure 

components.  

In backup operations using Veeam Plugin, snapshot volumes (SVs) acquired through NEC 

Storage are loaded by the backup proxy and backed up in the backup repository.  

 

・ Backup repository  

The backup repository is a storage location where data VBR backed up is kept.  
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2.2. Related NEC Storage functions 

NEC storage functions related to the VBR and Veeam Plugin association are as follows: 

 

・ Snapshot function 

Veeam Plugin uses the snapshot function of NEC Storage. This is a function to create a 

replication (snapshot image) quickly at a low cost on an LD in NEC Storage basis. Snapshot 

data keeps only the data different from the replication source LD on storage.  

An LD for which a snapshot is created is referred to as Base Volume (BV) while an LD of a 

snapshot is referred to as snapshot volume (SV). For details, see NEC Storage Software 

Snapshot User’s Manual (Function Guide) (IS030).  

Veeam Plugin creates a snapshot volume (SV) for an LD to be backed up. When the SV is 

created, it is used for backup to the VBR backup destination (backup repository) as well as for 

backup within NEC Storage.  

 

・ Volume clone function 

Veeam Plugin uses the volume clone function of NEC Storage. The volume clone function 

creates an LD clone having the same data as the original. A clone volume created by the volume 

clone function is a virtual capacity logical disk internally having only data different from the 

original.  

The master LD for a volume clone is called Fast clone Entity Volume (FEV) while a clone volume 

created using FEV is called Fast Clone Volume (FCV).  

Veeam Plugin creates a clone volume (FCV) by using a snapshot volume (SV) as FEV. VBR 

(backup proxy) refers to data saved in the SV via the FCV.  

 

 

Figure 2.2.1 Snapshot and volume clone 
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2.3. An example of a system configuration 

Figure 2.3.1 shows an example of a backup system configuration using Veeam Plugin. This 

document explains procedures and settings based on this configuration.  

  

Figure 2.3.1 An example of a backup system 

 

A VMFS datastore is created by assigning NEC Storage LDs to VMware ESXi to place VMware virtual 

machines to be backed up. One server serves for VBR components (VBR server, backup proxy, and 

backup repository) in this configuration. You can have different servers for VBR components.  
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2.4. An example of a disk configuration 

Table 2.4.1 shows an example of configuration of disks (LDs) in NEC Storage. This document 

explains procedures and settings based on this configuration where all LDs are created in a virtual 

capacity pool.  

 

Table 2.4.1 An example of a backup system disk configuration 

LD 

number 
LD name Type 

AccessControl (LUN) 

Used for ESXi 

server1 

ESXi 

server2 

Backup proxy 

(*1) 

0000h VMFS_DATA01 IV 0000h 0000h - 
LD where a virtual machine to be backed 

up is placed 

0001h VMFS_DATA02 IV 0001h 0001h - 
LD where a virtual machine to be backed 

up is placed 

0002h VMHA_HB1 IV 0002h 0002h - 

Space for heartbeat necessary for an ESXi 

HA configuration (not targeted for 

backup)  

0003h VMHA_HB2 IV 0003h 0003h - 

Space for heartbeat necessary for an ESXi 

HA configuration (not targeted for 

backup)  

0004h vCSA IV 0004h 0004h - 
Space for vCenter Server Appliance 

(not targeted for backup) 

0FFDh 
Pool0000_SSV0F

FD 
SSV - - - 

Solution reserved volume 

(necessary for the volume clone function)  

0FFEh 
Pool0000_SDV0F

FE 
SDV - - - 

Snapshot data volume  

(necessary for the snapshot function) 

*A volume created when an SRA is 

configured 

0FFFh 
Pool0000_RYV0F

FF 
SYV - - - Storage system volume 

 

*1 If you use the iSCSI connectivity, you do not need to create an LD set for the backup proxy as 

it is created automatically by Veeam Plug-in.  

 

Note 

It is recommended to secure sufficient capacity for SDV (SRA) based on capacities used by virtual 

machines to be backed up and data update amount. When the capacity of the snapshot reserve 

area (SRA) runs short, depending on the NEC Storage snapshot function specifications, SVs may 

be released, and snapshots may get lost. When SVs are released, you need to restore the backup 

environment by referring to “6.1 Short of the snapshot reserve area capacity.“  
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3. Installation 

This chapter describes the minimum installation procedure to set up a backup system with VBR and 

Veeam Plugin. The configuration example in the previous chapter is the premise of some 

descriptions in the installation procedure.  

 

3.1. Preparing NEC Storage 

The following steps are required from the NEC Storage perspective to install VBR and Veeam Plugin.  

 

1. Connect ESXi servers and NEC Storage.  

2. Unlock ThinProvisioning, DynamicDataReplication, DynamicSnapVolume, and VolumeClone 

licenses.  

3. Configure a virtual capacity pool. (When the first pool is configured, an SYV is automatically 

configured.) 

4. Configure an SRA in the pool configured in Step 3.  

5. Configure an SSV in the pool configured in Step 3 (*1).  

6. Configure LDs (for VMFS) in the pool configured in Step 3.  

7. Create an LD set corresponding to ESXi.  

8. Create an LD set corresponding to the backup proxy (*2).  

9. Assign the LDs (for VMFS) to the LD set corresponding to ESXi.  

10. Create a VMFS datastore on the LDs (for MVFS) assigned to ESXi.  

11. Configure virtual machines to be backed up on the VMFS datastore.  

 

*1 This can be configured in a different pool. One SSV configured for one NEC Storage device is 

sufficient.  

*2  When NEC Storage is used with the FC connectivity, an LD set corresponding to the backup 

proxy must be created. WWPN (WWN mode) must be specified for the LD set path type. The 

port mode is not supported.  

When NEC Storage is used with the iSCSI connectivity, an LD set corresponding to the backup 

proxy does not need to be created. When NEC Storage LDs can be assigned to the backup 

proxy by iSCSI, Veeam Plugin automatically creates an LD set for the VBR backup proxy.  
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3.2. Installing VBR and Veeam Plugin 

Install VBR and Veeam Plugin on the VBR server machine. The Veeam Plugin installer can be 

obtained from the Veeam Software website (https://www.veeam.com/jp/backup-replication-

download.html). For details of the installation procedure, see the guide provided by Veeam Software. 

When the iSCSI connectivity is used for NEC Storage and the backup proxy is configured with the 

Linux OS, additional settings are required for Veeam Plugin, in which case follow the steps below: 

1. Open the following file in the VBR server. (Back up the file before editing as necessary.) 

<VBR installation folder>\Plugins\Storage\NEC Storage M Series\VeeamProxyOSType.xml 

 

2. Change the value for the <ostype> element in the XML file above from ”WN” to ”LX.” 

■ VeeamProxyOSType.xml before editing 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Linux, please set OS type to LX --> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Windows, please set OS type to WN --> 

<backupproxy> 

<ostype>WN</ostype> 

</backupproxy> 

 

■ VeeamProxyOSType.xml after editing  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Linux, please set OS type to LX --> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Windows, please set OS type to WN --> 

<backupproxy> 

<ostype>LX</ostype> 

</backupproxy> 

 

For a configuration with multiple backup proxy servers with both the Windows OS and the Linux 

OS, see the procedure in “9.4 XML file settings for the iSCSI connectivity configuration.”  

  

https://www.veeam.com/jp/backup-replication-download.html
https://www.veeam.com/jp/backup-replication-download.html
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3.3. Registering NEC Storage 

Use the VBR console and register NEC Storage with the VBR server by following the steps below. 

For details of the registration window, see the guide provided by Veeam Software.  

・ NEC Storage registration flow 

1. Select [Add Storage] in the VBR console [Storage Infrastructure] view.  

2. Select [NEC Storage M Series] in the window to select a storage vendor.  

3. Specify the floating IP address of the NEC Storage device in the "DNS name or IP address" field. 

4. Select [Block or file storage for VMware vSphere] as a role.  

5. Enter the user name and password for the NEC Storage device as connection information. 

(Specify the name of a user whose user level is administrator.)  

6. Select a protocol (FC connectivity or iSCSI connectivity) to be used.  

7. Set the LD scan scope. (*Details are described below) 

8. Finish registering the NEC Storage device.  

 

・ Setting the scan scope.  

Specify LDs to be scanned when VBR obtains (scans) information from NEC Storage. You can 

select either to exclude certain LDs from scanning (All volumes except) or to scan only certain 

LDs (Only the following volumes). This section describes the procedure to scan “only certain 

LDs.”  

LDs to be scanned are the “LDs where virtual machines to be backed up are placed.” For 

example, in the LD configuration of “Table 2.4.1 An example of a backup system disk 

configuration,” “VMFS_DATA01” and “VMFS_DATA02” are selected for scanning. Do not include 

other LDs into the scan scope.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 Setting the scan scope 
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The following table shows LDs that can be selected as a scan target.  

 

Table 3.3.1 LD types that can be selected for scanning 

Number Type Remarks 

1 IV Ordinary LD without specific usage purpose set 

2 MV LD (replication source) for which replication pair is set  

3 BV LD for which a snapshot is set 

4 RV LD (replication destination) for which replication pair is set 

*LDs created in the NEC Storage Virtual Volume environment cannot be selected for scanning even if they belong to any of the type above.  

Note that if no LD scan scope is specified, all LDs of types above are selected for scan.  

 

Note 

Make sure  to exclude LDs not relevant to backup operations by VBR from the scan target  

LDs selected for scanning are displayed on the VBR console and managed by VBR. When a 

BV is scanned, an FCV is created by using the SV linked to the BV as a clone source (FEV). 

Operations such as creating/deleting a snapshot cannot be performed for SVs playing the 

FEV role.  

Configure the scan scope correctly because incorrect scan scope settings can impact other 

environments.  

 

・ What you see after registration 

When NEC Storage is registered with the VBR server, the disk array name of NEC Storage and 

a list of scanned LDs are shown on the VBR console.  

 

 

Figure 3.3.2 A list of LDs shown on the VBR console  
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4. Operations 

This chapter describes the behavior or NEC Storage in backup or restore operations using VBR and 

Veeam Plugin, and notes specific to Veeam Plugin.  

 

4.1. Backing up to the backup repository 

To create a job for backing up to the backup repository, start the [New Backup Job] wizard in the 

[Home] view of the VBR console and specify the backup repository as a backup destination in 

[Storage]. For details see the guide provided by Veeam Software. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.1 Creating a job for backing up to the backup repository 

 

When the backup job runs, NEC Storage behaves as follows: 

 

1. While a quiescent point is secured for the VMware virtual machine targeted for backup, Veeam 

Plugin creates a temporary snapshot volume (SV) for the LD targeted for backup.  

2. Veeam Plugin creates an FCV of the read-only attribute from the SV.  

3. Veeam Plugin assigns the FCV to the backup proxy.  

4. VBR loads the FCV in the backup proxy to back up the data in the backup repository.  

5. Veeam Plugin unassigns the FCV from the backup proxy.  

6. Veeam Plugin deletes the SV and the FCV.  

 

When the backup destination is the backup repository, an SV and an FCV are created temporarily 

but they are automatically deleted after the backup is finished. The SV and the FCV are named 

according to “Table 9.1.1 Naming conventions of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin.”   
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4.2. Backing up to a snapshot volume (SV) 

To create a job for backing up to a snapshot volume (SV), start the [New Backup Job] wizard in the 

[Home] view of the VBR console and specify “NEC Storage Snapshot” as a backup destination in 

[Storage]. For details, see the guide provided by Veeam Software.  

 

Figure 4.2.1 Creating a job for backing up to a snapshot volume (SV) 

 

When the backup job runs, NEC Storage behaves as follows: 

 

1. While a quiescent point is secured for the VMware virtual machine targeted for backup, Veeam 

Plugin creates a snapshot volume (SV) for the LD targeted for backup. 

2. Veeam Plugin creates an FCV of the read-only attribute from the SV. 

3. When the number of SVs exceeds the number of generations configured by the VBR job, Veeam 

Plugin deletes the oldest SV and the FCV linked to the LD targeted for backup.  

 

When a snapshot volume (SV) is the backup destination, an SV and an FCV are created for the LD 

to be backed up. You can define the number of generations retained for snapshot volumes (SVs) 

(Retention policy) by using the job created by VBR. SVs are always retained as many as the number 

of generations you defined. SVs and FCVs are named according to “Table 9.1.1 Naming conventions 

of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin.” 
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4.3. Using the backup repository for restoring data 

To use the data backed up in the backup repository for restore, start the [Restore] wizard in [Home] 

of the VBR console, and in [Restore Point] specify the data backed up in the backup repository. For 

details, see the guide provided by Veeam Software. 

 

 

Figure 4.3.1 Restore settings for using the backup repository 

 

For restore from the backup repository, Veeam Plugin does not operate NEC Storage.  

 

Note 

Before you restore data to an LD targeted for backup with a snapshot volume (SV) created for 

the LD, make sure to check the remaining capacity of the SDV (SRA).  

VBR restore writes data back to the LD targeted for backup without using the NEC Storage restore 

function. NEC Storage recognizes this write back as updated difference of the LD to be backed 

up, which leads to consumption of the SRA capacity as much as the amount of data written back 

through restore.  

When a huge amount of data is written back to the LD targeted for backup, such as by restoring 

virtual machine (Instant VM Recovery), SRA may run short and can result in snapshot volumes 

(SVs) being released.  
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4.4. Using snapshot volumes (SVs) for restoring data 

To use the data backed up in a snapshot volume (SV) for restore, start the [Restore] wizard in 

[Home] of the VBR console, and in [Restore Point] specify snapshot volume (SV) as data used for 

restore. For details, see the guide provided by Veeam Software. 

 

 

Figure 4.4.1 Settings for using snapshot (SV) for restore 

 

When restore runs, NEC Storage behaves as follows: 

 

1. Veeam Plugin creates a read/writable FCV by using the snapshot volume (SV) targeted for 

restore.  

2. Veeam Plugin assigns the FCV to the restore destination ESXi specified by the user.  

3. VBR starts VMware virtual machine by using data on the FCV.  

4. The user restores necessary data.  

5. VBR stops the VMware virtual machine that has been started.  

6. Veeam Plugin unassigns the FCV from ESXi.  

7. Veeam Plugin deletes the FCV.  

 

When data is restored by using a snapshot volume (SV), a read/writable FCV is temporarily created 

apart from the read-only FCV used for rescanning. The read/writable FCV is assigned to the restore 

destination ESXi, unassigned after restore is complete, and deleted. FCVs are named according to 

“Table 9.1.1 Naming conventions of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin.” 
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Note 

Before you restore data to an LD targeted for backup with a snapshot volume (SV) created for 

the LD, make sure to check the remaining capacity of the SDV (SRA). 

VBR restore writes data back to the LD targeted for backup without using the NEC Storage restore 

function. NEC Storage recognizes this write back as updated difference of the LD to be backed 

up, which leads to consumption of the SRA capacity as much as the amount of data written back 

through restore.  

When a huge amount of data is written back to the LD targeted for backup, such as by restoring 

virtual machine (Instant VM Recovery), SRA may run short and can result in snapshot volumes 

(SVs) being released. 

Especially in a situation where backup data exists only in snapshot volumes (SVs), when SVs are 

released, virtual machine data including backup get lost.  
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4.5. Using other functions 

This section introduces other functions that become available by associating VBR with Veeam Plugin.  

 

・ Backup data health check (On-Demand Sandbox) 

VBR has a function to check the backup data health by deploying data in the test environment called 

SandBox. Snapshot volumes (SVs) created through association with Veeam Plugin can be deployed 

in the SandBox environment to check the backup data.  

When the function to check backup data health runs, the behavior of NEC Storage is similar to 

“Using snapshot volumes (SVs) for restoring data.” Read/writable FCVs are created from SVs and 

assigned to the SandBox environment. When checking backup data finishes, the FCVs are 

unassigned and deleted.  

 

・ Manual creation and deletion of snapshot volumes (SVs)  

You can use the [Storage Infrastructure] view of the VBR console to manually create and/or delete 

snapshot volumes (SVs). 

 

Figure 4.5.2 Window to create snapshot volumes (SVs) 

 

When you run manual creation of a snapshot volume, an SV and an FCV are created as in “Backing 

up to a snapshot volume (SV).” You can specify any name (SV name) that can be used for an LD 

name of NEC Storage for the snapshot volume (SV). Note that a quiescent point is not secured for 

the backup target.  

When a snapshot volume (SV) is manually deleted, the SV and the FCV are deleted. You can delete 

SVs created through “Backing up to a snapshot volume (SV) “” as well as manually created SVs.  
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5. Modifying configuration 

This chapter describes operations required to modify the configuration of the backup/restore 

environment using VBR and Veeam Plugin.  

 

5.1. Rescanning storage 

When the NEC Storage configuration has been changed, such as by adding an LD to be backed up, 

rescan the storage so that VBR re-recognizes NEC Storage. When you execute [Storage Rescan] on 

the [Storage Infrastructure] view of the VBR console, storage is rescanned according to the specified 

scan scope.  

Even if you do not execute [Storage Rescan], rescan runs periodically according to the following 

two intervals:  

 

・ Pattern 1 (Storage Monitor) 

By default, the list of LDs is checked every 10 minutes (10 minutes after the previous Storage 

Monitor action is complete) to update the information about the configuration that has been 

changed.  

・ Pattern 2 (Automatic storage rescan) 

By default, the list of LDs and the list of snapshot volumes are acquired once a week 

regardless of configuration change to check data in SVs. (The same as executing ([Storage 

Rescan])  

 

When rescan is executed, the following actions, from NEC Storage perspective, are taken: 

 

1. Veeam Plugin obtains LD and SV information from NEC Storage.  

2. FCVs (of read-only attribute) are created from SVs if they have not been created.  

3. FCVs for reference are assigned to the backup proxy.  

4. When loading data from the backup proxy is complete, the FCVs are unassigned from the 

backup proxy. (The FCVs are not deleted.)  

5. Scanned LDs and SVs are recognized on VBR.  

 

When a BV is scanned, an FCV is created for the BV-SV according to “Table 9.1.1 Naming 

conventions of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin.” When a wrong scanning scope is set 

and an FCV is created for a non-related BV-SV, refer to the procedure for deletion in “9.3 The 

command to delete an FCV” and follow the steps below to delete the FCV: 

 

1. Correct the scan scope so that no FCV is created for any BV-SV not managed by VBR.  
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2. Delete the read-only FCV targeted to be deleted. See the procedure in “9.3 The command to 

delete an FCV.”  

3. Execute storage rescan on the VBR console.  

 

Note 

Scanning may take time depending on the configuration and scale of the system.  

If your business operation are the top priority, change the [Storage Monitor] execution interval or 

the weekly [Automatic storage rescan] execution time of VBR so that rescan runs at a time zone 

having small impact on business operations.  

You can use the Windows Registry on the VBR server for the change. For details, contact Veeam 

support. 
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5.2. Deleting NEC Storage registration 

To stop backup operations using VBR and Veeam Plugin, use [Remove Storage] on the VBR console 

and delete NEC Storage registered with [Storage Infrastructure].  

When deletion is executed, NEC Storage behaves as follows: 

 

1. Veeam Plugin deletes FCVs created from snapshot volumes (SVs).  

2. In the iSCSI environment, the iSCSI LD set dedicated to VBR used for assigning to the backup 

proxy is deleted.  

 

Even if the NEC Storage registration is deleted, SVs backed up as snapshot volumes (SVs) remain. 

They can be used for restore by using snapshot functions of other storage.  
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6. Troubleshooting 

This chapter describes typical troubles that may occur while using VBR and Veeam Plugin and what 

to do for them.  

 

6.1. Short of the snapshot reserve area capacity 

When the capacity of the snapshot reserve area runs short, the status of SVs transits to “released,” 

depending on the specification of the NEC Storage snapshot function. If FCVs are created from the 

“released” SVs, the status of the FCVs transits to FCV Fault. When the status of a snapshot volume 

(SVs) managed by VBR is “released,” the SV and its FCV remain but are not recognized by VBR. 

You need to delete the FCV and the SV manually.  

When the status of an SV is “released,” the “iSM18007” message is reported for the released SV. 

The “iSM07720” message is reported for the FCV (whose status FCV Fault) created from the SV. 

You can also see the SVs whose status is “released” on the iSM snapshot management screen. Use 

these pieces of information to identify FCVs and SVs to be deleted and follow the steps below: 

 

1. Check FCVs (FCVs that should be deleted) created from SVs (FEVs) whose status is “released.” 

For details, see “Checking the FEV status” in “9.2 Commands to check the FEV/FCV status.”  

You can skip this step if you have already identified FCVs to be deleted by the “iSM07720 

message.”  

2. Check that the status of FCVs identified to be deleted is FCV Fault. For details, see ”Checking 

the FCV status” in “9.2 Commands to check the FEV/FCV status.”  

3. Delete FCVs whose status is FCV Fault (FCVs that should be deleted). For details, see “9.3 The 

command to delete an FCV.”  

4. Delete SVs whose status is “released” (generation deletion) on the configuration setting screen 

of iSM.  

5. On the VBR console, rescan the storage.  

 

When the snapshot reserve area (SRA) capacity runs short again, a similar problem occurs. If 

necessary, increase the capacity of snapshot reserve area (SRA) as a fundamental solution.  
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6.2. Short of the virtual capacity pool capacity 

When the capacity of a virtual capacity pool runs short, data of the snapshot reserve area (SRA) 

and SVs using the pool becomes unavailable. To resume backup operations, you need to recreate 

all the SRA and SVs. When you delete SVs, because FCVs are created for the snapshot volumes 

(SVs) managed by VBR, you need to delete the FCVs. Follow the steps below to delete all the FCVs.  

 

1. Show the list of LDs on iSM client.  

2. List up created FCVs from the LD list. FCVs are created according to the naming conventions 

described in “Table 9.1.1 Naming conventions of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin.”  

3. Check the listed FCVs. For details, see “Checking the FCV status” in “9.2 Commands to check 

the FEV/FCV status.”  

4. Delete the FCVs. For details, see “9.3 The command to delete an FCV.”  

5. Delete SVs and recreate the snapshot reserve area (SRA).  
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6.3. Other troubles 

When Veeam Plugin is used from the VBR server, Veeam Plugin returns the execution result 

(message) to the VBR server. When you check the job execution history on the VBR console, you 

can see messages Veeam Plugin returns.  

 

 

Figure 6.4.1 An example of messages 

 

Messages Veeam Plugin returns are numbered in the “NECVeeamXXXX” format. If an error message 

reported by Veeam Plugin is found on the job execution history, check the cause and take the action 

according to the description in “9.5 Veeam Plugin messages.”  

If the action described in the message does not solve the problem, collect the following logs and 

contact your maintenance staff.  

 

・ Veeam Backup & Replication log  

Collect the Veeam Backup & Replication log according to the guide provided by Veeam Software.  

 https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/exporting_logs.html?ver=110 

 

・ NEC Storage log (iSMgather) 

i. Log in to the management server as a member of Administrators group. 

ii. Click [Start], [Program] or [All programs], [Storage Manager Server], and [Server 

Menu]. 

iii. Click [Server Menu] and [Log Collection]. 

 Click [Browse] to change the saving destination. 

 Because all information needs to be collected, make sure that [All logs] is selected, 

and click [Collect]. 
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iv. When collection is complete, the following message is displayed. Confirm that the 

folder exists and click [OK]. 
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7. Restrictions 

This chapter describes restrictions on setting up a backup system using VBR and Veeam Plugin.  

 

■Restrictions on setting up a backup system 

・ The VBR server must be connectable to the NEC Storage device over a LAN.  

・ When a backup proxy is configured as a VMware virtual machine, only the iSCSI connectivity is 

supported. The FC connectivity is not supported.  

・ A configuration where one NEC Storage device is shared by multiple VBR servers is not 

supported.  

・ Functions related to VBR Secondary Storage Array (backup and restore among multiple disk 

arrays) are not supported.  

・ Environments using non-disruptive data migration/remote LD movement functions are not 

supported.  

・ The time zones of the VBR server and NEC Storage devices must match. Veeam Plugin does 

not support daylight saving time.  

 

■Restrictions on setting up NEC Storage.  

・ Storage Control Software revision 1230 or later must be applied to storage.  

・ LDs to be backed up, SVs created from them, and the snapshot reserve area must be all 

configured in the same virtual capacity pool.   

・ In an FC environment, WWPN (WWN mode) must be specified for the path type of LD sets. 

The Port mode is not supported.   

・ Do not give any name starting with “VeeamAUX” to LDs for VBR backup. 

・ Do not change LD names of SVs and FCVs created from backup target LDs. (You can change 

names of LDs to be backed up but storage must be rescanned for recognizing names after the 

change.)  

・ In an iSCSI environment, do not change the settings of LD sets for iSCSI automatically created 

by Veeam Plugin.  

・ Veeam Plugin does not support IPv6. Use IPv4 addresses for the floating IP address of NEC 

Storage device and the IP address of the iSCSI port.  

 

■Restrictions on backup operations 

・ When you manually create a snapshot volume (SV) by using the VBR console, you can enter a 

snapshot description but NEC Storage does not support the snapshot description settings. Any 

value entered in the snapshot description is ignored.  

・ You cannot link an LV to a snapshot volume (SV) created by VBR to refer to the SV.  
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・ If an RDM disk is assigned to a virtual machine to be backed up, the disk is not targeted for 

VBR backup.  

・ Virtual machines configured on a VMware vSphere Virtual Volumes (VVOL) datastore are not 

targeted for VBR backup with storage snapshot integration. 

・ The number of backup jobs that run concurrently should be 10 or less. As backup jobs 

sometimes run in parallel, the NEC Storage device can temporarily get highly loaded if the 

number of backup jobs that run concurrently is large. This can result in failure of the backup 

jobs.  
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8. Notes 

This chapter describes notes on operating a backup system using VBR and Veeam Plugin.  

 

（１） Reporting the event Disk 157 

When backup to the backup repository or rescan of storage runs in a configuration with the 

Windows OS backup proxy, the warning event Disk 157 may be registered with the backup 

proxy event log (system). This event can be ignored.  

 

（２） Reporting the event iSMcc_hostinfo 11789, 11790, and/or 11798 

When backup to the backup repository or rescan of storage runs in a configuration where 

ControlCommand is installed on the Windows OS backup proxy, the error event iSMcc_hostinfo 

11789, 11790, and/or 11798 may be registered with the backup proxy event log (application). 

These events scan be ignored.  

You can prevent these events from being reported by stopping the iSM host agent service (NEC 

Storage Manager Host Agent). For details of the iSM host agent service, see NEC Storage 

ControlCommand on Windows Ver12.3 Installation Guide.  

 

（３） Reporting the event spsdsm 530  

When backup to the backup repository or rescan of storage runs in a configuration where 

Storage PathManager is installed on the Windows OS backup proxy, the warning event spsdsm 

530 may be registered with the backup proxy event log (system). This event can be ignored.  

Executing the following command in the backup proxy can replace the warning command with 

an information event.  

spsadmin /eventmode 1 

 

（４） Reporting the event spsdsm 280 

When backup to the backup repository or rescan of storage runs in the configuration where 

Storage PathManager is installed on the Windows OS backup proxy, the warning event spsdsm 

280 may be registered with the backup event log (system). This event, which is reported when 

an FCV is assigned or unassigned, can be ignored. Using the following command to change the 

event report settings can prevent this event from being reported.  

spsadmin /watcher /m disable 

 

（５） Reporting the event spsdsm 270, 513, 514, and/or 515 

When backup to the backup repository or rescan of storage runs in a configuration where 

Storage PathManager is installed on the Windows OS backup proxy, the warning events spsdsm 
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270, 514, the error event spsdsm 515, and/or the information event spsdsm 513 may be 

registered with the backup proxy event log (system). These events, which are reported when 

an FCV is assigned or unassigned, can be ignored if the VBR backup job has successfully 

completed.   

 

（６） Conflict of Storage Monitor and manual storage rescan 

The NECVeeam0003 (iSM31151) or NECVeeam0004 (iSM31065) error may be recorded if you 

manually rescan storage while Storage Monitor is running.  

This error can be ignored if the rescan has completed successfully. See “9.5 Veeam Plugin 

messages” as well.  
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9. Appendix 

9.1. LD naming conventions 

The following table shows LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin and naming conventions of 

the LDs.  

 

Table 9.1.1 Naming conventions of LDs automatically created by Veeam Plugin 

Number Type Naming convention and creation timing 

1 SV 

Naming convention: VeeamPDC_snap<XXXX>_SV<YYYY> 

*XXXX is the four-digit LD number of the linked BV. YYYY is the LD number of the SV.  

This SV is created when a VBR backup job is executed and a backup to the snapshot volume (SV) is 

created.  

2 SV 

Naming convention: VeeamAUX_snap<XXXX>_SV<YYYY> 

*XXXX is the four-digit LD number of the linked BV. YYYY is the LD number of the SV. 

This SV is temporarily created when a VBR backup job is executed and a backup to the backup 

repository is created 

3 FCV 

Naming convention: VeeamTMP_clon<XXXX>_CR<YYYY> 

*XXXX is the four-digit LD number of the linked SV. YYYY is the LD number of the FCV. 

When an SV is created for the disk to be scanned, this FCV with the read-only attribute is created 

using the SV as an FEV.  

4 FCV 

Naming convention: VeeamTMP_clon<XXXX>_CW<YYYY> 

*XXXX is the four-digit LD number of the linked SV. YYYY is the LD number of the FCV. 

When a VBR restore job is executed and restore from an SV is performed, this FCV with the 

read/writable attribute is created using the SV as an FEV.  
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9.2. Commands to check the FEV/FCV status 

This section explains how to use the commands to check the FEV/FCV status. All the commands 

are executed by connecting to the NEC Storage device by the SSH client.  

 

・ Checking the FEV status 

Veeam Plugin uses only SVs as FEVs (clone source volume). Use the command below to check 

the status of an FEV (SV) and FCVs (clone destination volumes) linked to the FEV.  

iSMview -fln <SV OS Type>:<the LD name of the SV> *You can also specify the LD number 

of the SV.  

 

Execution example 

# iSMview -fln LX:VeeamPDC_snap0000_SV0006 

 

--- Clone LD Detail Information --- 

LDN(h)              :0006 

OS Type             :LX 

LD Name             :VeeamPDC_snap0000_SV0006 

LD Capacity         :100.0GB 

Clone Attribute     :FEV 

PD Type             :SAS 

Block Size          :512byte 

Mode                :--- 

Clone State         :--- 

 

--- Clone LD List --- 

LDN(h)  OS Type  LD Name                   Clone Attribute  PD Type     Mode 

0007    LX       VeeamTMP_clon0006_CR0007  FCV              SAS         RO 

 

If “Clone Attribute” in “Clone LD Detail Information” is FEV, the command has been executed 

with FEV correctly specified. “Clone LD List” shows a list of FCVs created from this FEV (SV).  

The “Mode” row of “Clone LD List” shows the access restriction status of the FCVs. Read-only 

FCVs assigned to the backup proxy show “RO” while FCVs temporarily created at restore show 

“RW.” 
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・ Checking the FCV status 

Use the command below to check the status of an FCV and its clone source (FEV).  

iSMview -fln <FCV OS Type>:<the LD name of the FCV> *You can also specify the LD 

number of the FCV.  

 

Execution example 

# iSMview -fln LX:VeeamTMP_clon0006_CR0007 

 

--- Clone LD Detail Information --- 

LDN(h)              :0007 

OS Type             :LX 

LD Name             :VeeamTMP_clon0006_CR0007 

LD Capacity         :100.0GB 

Clone Attribute     :FCV 

PD Type             :SAS 

Block Size          :512byte 

Mode                :RO 

Clone State         :ready 

 

--- Clone LD List --- 

LDN(h)  OS Type  LD Name                   Clone Attribute  PD Type     Mode 

0006             VeeamPDC_snap0000_SV0006  FEV              SAS         --- 

 

If “Clone Attribute” in “Clone LD Detail Information” is FCV, the command has been executed 

with FCV correctly specified. “Clone LD List” shows the source FEV of this FCV (SV). 

The “Mode” line of “Clone LD Detail Information” shows the access restriction status of the FCV. 

For the read-only FCV assigned to the backup proxy, “RO” is shown, and for the FCV temporarily 

created at restore, “RW” is shown.  

The “Clone State” line in ”Clone LD Detail Information” shows operating status of the FCV. The 

status usually shows “ready” but shows “fault” when a problem, such as the FEV (SV) status 

transiting to discard, occurs.  

 

9.3. The command to delete an FCV 

This section explains how to use the command to delete an FCV. Before deletion refer to “9.2 

Commands to check the FEV/FCV status” and confirm the FCV to be deleted. The following is the 

command to delete an FCV.  

iSMcfg ldunbind -ldname <FCV OS Type>:<the LD name of the FCV> -fcvforce 

 

Execution example  

# iSMcfg ldunbind -ldname LX:VeeamTMP_clon0006_CR0007 -fcvforce 
iSM31001:[ ldunbind ]Please wait for a moment........ 

iSM31000:[ ldunbind ]Command has completed successfully. 

ExitStatus:0 
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9.4. XML file settings for the iSCSI connectivity configuration 

When the iSCSI connectivity is used for NEC Storage, you need to edit “VeeamProxyOSType.xml” 

according to the OS of the backup proxy you use before registering NEC Storage with VBR.   

 

■XML file location 

<VBR installation folder>\Plugins\Storage\NEC Storage M Series\VeeamProxyOSType.xml 

 

(1) When the backup proxy is using the Windows OS (the status immediately after 

installation) 

Set “WN” for the <ostype> element value.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Linux, please set OS type to LX --> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Windows, please set OS type to WN --> 

<backupproxy> 

<ostype>WN</ostype> 

</backupproxy> 

 

(2) When the backup proxy is using the Linux OS 

Set “LX” for the <ostype> element value.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Linux, please set OS type to LX --> 

<!—When Proxy’s OS type is Windows, please set OS type to WN --> 

<backupproxy> 

<ostype>LX</ostype> 

</backupproxy> 

 

If multiple backup proxy servers are used and the Windows OS and the Linux OS coexist, follow the 

steps below to start backup operations by VBR.  

 

1. Edit the XML file as described in (1).  

2. Register NEC Storage with VBR according to the installation instruction in this document. 

Configure the settings on VBR to use only the backup proxy configured with the Windows 

OS.  

3. Perform “Rescanning storage” and “Backup to the backup repository (*1).”  

4. Edit the XML file as described in (2).  

5. Edit the NEC Storage registration information on VBR to use only the backup proxy 

configured with the Linux OS.  

6. Perform “Rescanning storage” and “Backup to the backup repository (*2).”  

7. Edit the NEC Storage registration information on VBR to use all the backup proxy servers.  

*1: Configure the settings to use only the backup proxy with the Windows OS.  

*2: Configure the settings to use only the backup proxy with the Linux OS.  
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When you complete the steps, the backup operations run normally having both the backup proxy 

of the Windows OS and the backup proxy of the Linux OS.  

 

Supplementary information 

• While “Rescanning storage” and “Backup to the backup repository” are performed in the 

sequence of the Windows OS first and then the Linux OS in the steps above, you can reverse 

the sequence and start from the Linux OS followed by the Windows OS.  

• Veeam Plugin creates an “iSCSI LD set dedicated to VBR” (if not created yet) for the backup 

proxy when “Rescanning storage” and “Backup to the backup repository” are performed. This 

XML is referred to only when the “iSCSI LD set dedicated to VBR” is created.  

• After an “iSCSI LD set dedicated to VBR” for the backup proxy is created, this XML is not 

referred to.  
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9.5. Veeam Plugin messages 

The following shows messages reported by Veeam Plugin.  

 

NECVeeam0001: Error: Failed to export LUN to host. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates assigning a logical disk to a host failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b> :iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Condition: When the message ID is iSM31375:  

Measure: Configure an SSV because no SSV is configured on the disk array. 

Condition: When the message ID is iSM31398: 

Measure:  Check Snap State of the snapshot targeted for the process is snapshot 

established (snap/active).  

Condition: When the message ID is other than above:  

Measure: Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and 

remove the cause of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If 

the cause cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required 

for investigation. For information about collecting the trouble information, 

see “6.3 Other troubles.”  

 

NECVeeam0002: Error: Failed to export LUN to host. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] This message indicates assigning a logical disk to a host failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

Specified proxy host LD Set does not exist on the diskarray. 

: No LD set corresponding to the host exists on the disk array.  

No available LDN on the diskarray. 

: There is no available LDN because LDs have been created to the upper 

limit.  

No available LUN on the diskarray. 

: There is no available LUN because LUNs are used up to the upper limit.  

Exceeds LD Set number limit. 

: A new LD set cannot be created because LD sets have been created up to 

the upper limit.  

VeeamProxyOSType.xml is not exist. 
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: The configuration file (VeeamProxyOSType.xml) is not found.  

BackupProxy’s value is not correct in the VeeamProxyOSType.xml. 

: The <ostype> element value of the configuration file 

(VeeamProxyOSType.xml) is invalid.  

Failed to parse VeeamProxyOSType.xml. 

: The format of the configuration file (VeeamProxyOSType.xml) is not 

correct.  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed.  

Specified snapshot does not exist.(<snapshot name>) 

: The specified snapshot does not exist.  

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded.  

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out.  

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.”  

 

NECVeeam0003: Error: Failed to export LUN to host. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates assigning a logical disk to a host failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.”  

 

NECVeeam0004: Error: Failed to unexport LUN to host. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates unassigning a logical disk from a host failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 
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collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0005: Error: Failed to unexport LUN to host. (Reason: 

<aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates unassigning a logical disk from a host failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed.  

Specified snapshot does not exist.(<snapshot name>) 

: The specified snapshot does not exist. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out.  

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0006: Error: Failed to unexport LUN to host. (Reason: 

Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates unassigning a logical disk from a host failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0007: Error: Failed to create clone volume. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a clone volume failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Condition: When the message ID is iSM31375: 
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Measure: Configure an SSV because no SSV is configured on the disk array. 

Condition: When the message ID is iSM31398: 

Measure: Check Snap State of the snapshot targeted for the process is snapshot 

established (snap/active). 

Condition:  When the message ID is other than above: 

Measure:  Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and 

remove the cause of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If 

the cause cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required 

for investigation. For information about collecting the trouble information, 

see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0008: Error: Failed to create clone volume. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a clone volume failed.  

aaa...a: Error details 

No available LDN on the diskarray. 

: There is no available LDN because LDs have been created to the upper 

limit.  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Specified snapshot does not exist.(<snapshot name>) 

: The specified snapshot does not exist. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0009: Error: Failed to create clone volume. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a clone volume failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 
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maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0010: Error: Failed to delete clone volume. (Reason: 

iSMxxxxx:AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a clone volume failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0011: Error: Failed to delete clone volume. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a clone volume failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0012: Error: Failed to delete clone volume. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a clone volume failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0013: Error: Failed to get clone volume. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring clone volume information failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0014: Error: Failed to get clone volume. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring clone volume information failed. 

aaa...a: Error details.  

Specified clone volume’s state is fault. 

: The status of the target clone volume is fault.  

Specified clone volume’s access mode is not readwrite. 

: The access mode of the target clone volume is not readwrite.  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0015: Error: Failed to get clone volume. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring clone volume information failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 
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Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0016: Error: Failed to create snapshot. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a snapshot failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Condition:  When the message ID is iSM31375: 

Measure: Configure an SSV because no SSV is configured on the disk array. 

Condition: When the message ID is iSM31398: 

Measure: Check Snap State of the snapshot targeted for the process is snapshot 

established (snap/active). 

Condition: When the message ID is other than above: 

Measure: Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and 

remove the cause of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If 

the cause cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required 

for investigation. For information about collecting the trouble information, 

see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0017: Error: Failed to create snapshot. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a snapshot failed. 

aaa...a  : Error details 

No available LDN on the diskarray. 

: There is no available LDN because LDs have been created to the upper 

limit.  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 
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information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.”  

 

NECVeeam0018: Error: Failed to create snapshot. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates creating a snapshot failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0019: Error: Failed to delete snapshot. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a snapshot failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0020: Error: Failed to delete snapshot. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a snapshot failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0021: Error: Failed to delete snapshot. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates deleting a snapshot failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0022: Error: Failed to validate snapshot name. (Reason: 

<aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates an error occurred while validating the snapshot name.  

aaa...a: Error details 

Snapshot name is too long (The length cannot exceed 24 characters). 

: The character length of the snapshot name exceeded the upper limit (24 

characters).  

Snapshot name only can contains the following characters:A-Z a-z 0-9 / _ 

: The snapshot name contains a character that cannot be used for the disk 

array. 

The diskarray already has a volume with the same name. 

: A logical disk having the same name as the snapshot name already exists.  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0023: Error: Failed to validate snapshot name. (Reason: 

Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates an error occurred while validating the snapshot name.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0024: Error: Failed to get supported protocols. (Reason: 

iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about protocols (FC/iSCSI) that can 

be used for the disk array failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0025: Error: Failed to get supported protocols. (Reason: 

<aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about protocols (FC/iSCSI) that can 

be used for the disk array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0026: Error: Failed to get supported protocols. (Reason: 

Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about protocols (FC/iSCSI) that can 

be used for the disk array failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 
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Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0027: Error: Failed to get storage name. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the host name of the disk array failed.  

iSMxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0028: Error: Failed to get storage name. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the host name of the disk array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0029: Error: Failed to get storage name. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the host name of the disk array failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0030: Error: Failed to get storage version. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the software revision of Storage Control 

Software failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0031: Error: Failed to get storage version. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the software revision of Storage Control 

Software failed.  

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0032: Error: Failed to get storage version. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring the software revision of Storage Control 

Software failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0033: Error: Failed to connect with diskarray. (Reason: 

iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates connecting to the disk array failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0034: Error: Failed to connect with diskarray. (Reason: 

<aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates connecting to the disk array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

Specified diskarray type is not supported(bbb...b). 

: The disk array model is not supported by Veeam Plugin.  

 bbb...b: Destination disk array model 

Specified diskarray version is not supported(ccc...c). 

: The version of the disk array is not supported by Veeam Plugin.  

 ccc...c: The version of the connecting destination disk array  

Specified diskarray license is locked(ddd...d). 

: The license required for using Veeam Plugin is not unlocked.  

 ddd...d: License name 

Specified user or password is not correct. 

: The user name or password specified for registering the disk array is not 

correct.  

Specified DNS name or IP address is not correct or state of diskarray is not 

normal state. 

: The connecting destination device is not an NEC Storage M series disk 

array.  

Or the status of the connecting destination disk array is not normal.  

Specified user is not an administrator role. 

: The user level of the specified NEC Storage device user is not 

administrator.  
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SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

VeeamPluginApi.xml does not exist.  

: The specified configuration file (VeeamPluginApi.xml) is not found.  

Failed to parse VeeamPluginApi.xml. 

: The format of the configuration file (VeeamPluginApi.xml) is not correct.  

The parameter is not correct in the VeeamPluginApi.xml. (item=<bbb...b>) 

: The element value of the configuration file (VeeamPluginApi.xml) is not 

correct.  

 bbb...b: Element name 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0035: Error: Failed to connect with diskarray. (Reason: 

Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates connecting to the disk array failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0036: Error: Failed to get volume list. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks of the disk array failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 
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the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0037: Error: Failed to get volume list. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks of the disk array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0038: Error: Failed to get volume list. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks of the disk array failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0039: Error: Failed to get LUN list. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks (LUNs) of the disk array 

failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0040: Error: Failed to get LUN list. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks (LUNs) of the disk array 

failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0041: Error: Failed to get LUN list. (Reason: Unexpected error 

has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks (LUNs) of the disk array 

failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0042: Error: Failed to get snapshot list. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of snapshots of the disk array failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0043: Error: Failed to get snapshot list. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of snapshots of the disk array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0044: Error: Failed to get snapshot list. (Reason: Unexpected 

error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of snapshots of the disk array failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0045: Error: Failed to get iSCSI IP and target LUN list. (Reason: 

iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about the iSCSI port of the disk 

array failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 
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NECVeeam0046: Error: Failed to get iSCSI IP and target LUN list. (Reason: 

<aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about the iSCSI port of the disk 

array failed. 

aaa...a: Error details  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.”  

 

NECVeeam0047: Error: Failed to get iSCSI IP and target LUN list. (Reason: 

Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring information about the iSCSI port of the disk 

array failed. 

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0048: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by iSCSI 

host. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by iSCSI failed.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 
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collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0049: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by iSCSI 

host. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by iSCSI failed.  

aaa...a: Error details  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0050: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by iSCSI 

host. (Reason: Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by iSCSI failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0051: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by FC 

host. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by FC failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 
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[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0052: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by FC 

host. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by FC failed. 

aaa...a: Error details  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0053: Error: Failed to get LUN list that may be accessed by FC 

host. (Reason: Unexpected error has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring a list of logical disks accessible from the backup 

proxy by FC failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0054: Error: Failed to get snapshot. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring snapshot information failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 
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AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0055: Error: Failed to get snapshot. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring snapshot information failed.  

aaa...a: Error details  

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Specified snapshot does not exist.(< snapshot name >) 

: The specified snapshot does not exist. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0056: Error: Failed to get snapshot. (Reason: Unexpected error 

has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring snapshot information failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0057: Error: Failed to get volume. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 
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AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0058: Error: Failed to get volume. (Reason: Unexpected error 

has occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0059: Error: Failed to get LUN. (Reason: iSMxxxxx: 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed. 

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0060: Error: Failed to get LUN. (Reason: Unexpected error has 

occurred.) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed.  

[Measure] Collect the trouble information required for investigation and contact your 

maintenance staff. For information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 

Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0061: Error: Failed to validate snapshot name. (Reason: 

iSMxxxxx: AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>) 
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[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates an error occurred while validating a snapshot name.  

iSMxxxxx: Message ID 

AAAAA<aaa>,<bbb...b>: iSMxxxxx message body 

[Measure] Refer to NEC Storage Software Messages Handbook to identify and remove the cause 

of the trouble by using the message ID (iSMxxxxx). If the cause cannot be identified, 

collect the trouble information required for investigation. For information about collecting 

the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0062: Error: Failed to get volume. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Specified volume does not exist.(<volume name>) 

: The specified volume does not exist  

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 

 

NECVeeam0063: Error: Failed to get LUN. (Reason: <aaa...a>) 

[Type] Error 

[Explanation] The message indicates acquiring logical disk information failed. 

aaa...a: Error details 

SSH connection is failed. 

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH failed. 

Processing has timed out due to high load on the diskarray.  

: Execution of the NEC Storage device command timed out because the 

device is highly loaded. 

SSH connection has timed out.  
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: Execution of the NEC Storage device command via SSH timed out. 

[Measure] Identify and remove the cause of the trouble by using the error details. If the cause 

cannot be identified, collect the trouble information required for investigation. For 

information about collecting the trouble information, see “6.3 Other troubles.” 
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